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ABSTRACT

This project is concerned with setting up electronic Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment
Co., Ltd to be a complement channel of traditional sales and service. The report studies
the evolution and effect of Internet on business-to-business distribution.
The web creates much more opportunities for the company by services any time at
anyplace, and can help the company to get more customers. But weakness is the lack of
experience in online business and customers do not trust online as the threats
The project break-even is in two years.
In this web most pages used ASP and script, which connect to Access Database,

which are easy to manage the interaction with user and customers. It reduces the time
and communication cost for all parts of the supply chain. Online services can be
personalized to satisfy customer and increase work efficiency of the company.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background of the Project
As we enter the third millennium, we are experiencing one of the most important

changes in our lives-the move to an Internet-based society. Almost everything is
changed at home, in school, at work, in the government-even in our leisure activities.
One of the most significant changes is in manner we conduct business, especially in how
we manage the marketplaces and commerce.
With the developing of modem agriculture and industry, the farms have been
changing the form of operation from the traditionally manual transactions to the modem
mechanical energy, even automatic equipment. Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd is a
company that manufactures, maintenances, studies and sells the equipment that are used
by the poultry farm, such as CP Group, etc.
In addition, facing the extensive use of Internet, many companies expand their
businesses to the web site from their traditional way of doing business. Those
companies provide information about their company and service, and how to contact
them on the web.
Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd and their competitors also follow this trend,
starting to conduct the e-business.

1.2

Objectives of the Project
The objectives of this project in designing and creating a web site for Qingdao

Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd are as follows:
1

(1)

To create a website for the physical company.

(2)

To facility the supply chain online.

(3)

To provide product information and online services to customers.

(4)

To promote e-commerce and encourage the use of online transactions.

(5)

To create a new marketing & sales channel for conducting business and
reaching more target customers.

(6)

To purchase the raw material directly from the original suppliers and
disintermediation

1.3

Scope of the Project
The scope of this project is to target on giving information about the product over

the Internet. This project will focus on establishing a prototype web site:
(1)

To apply acquired knowledge about technical and business aspects of the
Internet and E-Commerce Technology learnt in the MS(IEC) courses to the
real company.

(2)

To study the effect of Internet business model.

(3)

To study and analyze the appropriate strategy, plan and analyze SWOT in
the environment of the web site and E-commerce technology for
implementing a real business.

The web site does not require the customers to buy the product over the Internet.
Moreover, this project is a prototype version that can be implemented.

1.4

Deliverables

2

(1)

A prototype web site of Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd.

(2)

Hard copy of final report in details.

(3)

PowerPoint Presentation

3

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Internet
The Internet began as a U.S. Department of Defense network to link scientists and

university professors around the world. Even today individuals cannot connect directly
to the Net, but individuals can access it through Internet Services Provider (ISP) that is
a commercial organization with a permanent connection to the Internet that sells
temporary connections to subscribers.
Internet

1s

the

most

well-known,

and

the

largest

implementation

of

internetworking, linking millions of individual networks all over the world. The Internet
has a range of capabilities that organizations are using to exchange information
internally or to communicate externally with other organizations. Internet technology is
providing the primary infrastructure for electronic commerce, electronic business, and
the emerging digital firm.
The Internet is a worldwide network of networks that uses the client/server model
of computing and the TCP/IP network reference model. Using the Net, any computer (or
computer appliance) can communicate with any other computer connected to the Net
throughout the world. The Internet has no central management. The Internet is used for
communications, including e-mail; public forums on thousands of topics; and live,
interactive conversations. It also is used for information retrieval from hundreds of
libraries and thousands of library, corporate, government, and nonprofit database. It has
developed into an effective way for individuals and organizations to offer information
4

and products through a web of graphical user interfaces and easy-to-use links worldwide.
Major Internet capabilities include e-mail, Usenet, LISTERV, chatting, Telnet, FfP,
gophers, and the World Wide Web.

Table 2.1.

Major Internet Services.

Capability

Functions Supported

E-mail

Person-to-person messaging; document sharing

Usernet

Discussion groups on electronic bulletin boards

newsgroups
LISTSERVs

Discussion groups and messaging using e-mail mailing
list servers

Chatting

Interactive conversations

Telnet

Log on to one computer system and do work on another

FfP

Transfer files from computer to computer

Gophers

Locate information using an hierarchy of menus

World
Web

Wide

Retrieve, format, and display inf01mation (including text,
audio, graphics, and video) using hypertext links.

5

2.2

Benefits The Internet Offers to Organizations
The Internet, intranets, and extranets are becoming the principal platforms for

electronic commerce, electronic business, and the digital firm because this technology
provides so many benefits. The Internet's global connectivity, ease of use, low cost, and
multimedia capabilities can be used to create interactive applications, and provide
services and products. By using Internet technology, organizations can reduce
communication and transaction costs, enhance coordination and collaboration, and
accelerate the distribution of knowledge.
Many organizations use the Net to reduce communication costs when they
coordinate organizational activities and communicate with employees. Researchers and
knowledge workers are finding the Internet a quick, low-cost way to gather and disperse
knowledge. The global connectivity and low cost of the Internet help organizations
lower transaction and agency costs, allowing them to link directly to suppliers,
customers, and business partners and to coordinate activities on a global scale with
limited resources. The web provides interactive multimedia capabilities that can be used
to create new products and services and closer relationships with customers.
Communication can be customized to specific audiences.

2.3

E-Commerce
Electronic Commerce seems to be everywhere these days. It is nearly impossible

to open a newspaper or magazine without coming across an article about how Electronic
Commerce is going to change all our lives. Businesses of all sizes are bombarded with

6

adverts that seem to imply that any company not investing in E-Cornrnerce will be left
behind.
E-Cornrnerce, or Electronic Commerce, is an emerging concept that describes the
process of buying, selling, or exchanging products, services, and information via
computer networks, including the Internet. It is a general term for any type of business,
or commercial transaction, which involves the transfer of information across the Internet.
This covers a range of different types of businesses, from consumer-based retail sites
like Amazon.corn, through auction and music sites like eBay or MP3.corn, to business
exchanges trading goods or services between corporations. Electronic Commerce has
expanded rapidly over the past serval years and this growth is forecast to continue or
even accelerate. It is likely that in the future, boundaries between "conventional" and
"electronic" commerce will become increasingly blur as more and more businesses
move parts of their operation onto the Internet.

2.4

Categories of Electronic Commerce
There are alternative ways in which electronic commerce transaction can be

classified. One is by looking at the nature of the participants in the electronic commerce
transaction. The three major electronic commerce categories are business-to-consumer
e-cornrnerce(B2C), business-to-business e-cornrnerce(B2B), and consumer-to-consumer
e-commerce (C2C).
Business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce: Electronic retailing of products
and services directly to individual consumers. These transactions include retail

7

transactions with individual shoppers. In B2C transactions, online transactions are made
between businesses and individual consumers, such as joyo.com, a famous online store
in China which sells book, software, and music to individual consumers, is an example
of B2C e-commerce.

Business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce stands for Business to Business
and refers to Electronic Commerce between businesses rather than between a business
and a consumer such as, when businesses purchase parts, fuel, or services online.
Businesses can often deal with hundreds or thousands of other businesses, either as
customers or suppliers. Can-ying out these transactions electronically gives obvious
advantages over traditional methods. It is faster, cheaper and more convenient.
Mil pro.com, Milacron Inc. 's Web site for selling cutting tools, grinding wheels, and
metal working fluids to more than 100,000 small machining businesses, is an example
of B2B e-commerce. The web of this project also has this function. The manufacturing
company gets more customer by B2C e-commerce.

Consumer-to-consumer (C2C) electronic commerce involves consumers selling
goods or services electronically directly to other consumers. For example, each.com,
allows people to broadcast their products on the web and sell to other consumers by
auctioning them off to the highest bidder.
There are many other types of E-Commerce transaction and especially mentioned
here is C2B (Consumer to Business). This category includes individuals who use the
Internet to sell products or services to organizations, as well as individuals who seek
sellers, interact with them, and conclude transactions online.
8

2.5

Benefits of E-Commerce

2.5.1 Benefits to Organizations
(1)

Electronic commerce expands the marketplace to national and international
markets. With minimal capital outlay, a company can easily and quickly
locate more customers, the best suppliers, and the most suitable business
partners worldwide.

(2)

Electronic commerce decreases the cost of creating, processing, distributing,
storing, and retrieving paper-based information.

(3)

Supply chain inefficiencies, such as excessive inventories and delivery
delays, can be minimized with E-Commerce.

(4)

Pull-type processing allows for inexpensive customization of products and
services and provides a competitive advantage for companies who
implement this strategy. A well-known example of pull-type processing is
that used by Dell Computer Corp.

(5)

E-Commerce allows for many innovative business models that provide
strategic advantages and/or increase profits. Group purchasing combined
with reverse auction is one example of such an innovative business model.

(6)

E-Commerce allows for a high degree of specialization that is not
economically feasible in the physical world. For example, a store that sells
only dog toys can operate in cyberspace, but in the physical world such a
store would not have enough customers.

9

(7)

E-Commerce reduces the time between the outlay of capital and the receipt
of products and services.

(8)

E-Commerce supports business processes reengineering (BPR) efforts.

(9)

E-Commerce lowers telecommunication cost, because the Internet is much
cheaper than value added networks (VANs).

2.5.2 Benefits to Consumers
(1)

Enables consumers to shop or do other transactions 24 hours a day, all year
round from almost any location.

(2)

Provides consumers with more choices.

(3)

Provides consumers with less expensive products and services by allowing
them to shop in many places and conduct quick comparisons.

(4)

Allows quick delivery of products and services (in some cases) especially
with digitized products.

(5)

Consumers can receive relevant and detailed information in seconds, rather
than in days or weeks.

(6)

Makes it possible to participate in virtual auctions.

(7)

Allows

consumers

to

interact

with

other consumers

in electronic

communities and exchange ideas as well as compare experiences.
(8)
2.5.3

Facilitates competition, which results in substantial discounts

Benefits to Society

10
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(1)

1

Enables more individuals to work at home, and do less traveling for
shopping, resulting in less traffic on the roads, and lower air pollution.

(2)

Allows some merchandise to be sold at lower prices benefiting less affluent
people.

(3)

Enables people in Third World countries and rural areas to enjoy products
and services which otherwise are not available to them.

(4)

Facilitates delivery of public services at a reduced cost, increases
effectiveness, and/or improves quality.

2.6

Limitation of E-Cornrnerce
Technical limitations of electronic commerce
(1)

Lack

of

sufficient

system's

security,

reliability,

standards,

and

communication protocols.
(2)

Insufficient telecommunication bandwidth.

(3)

The software development tools are still evolving and changing rapidly.

(4)

Difficulties in integrating the Internet and electronic commerce software
with some existing applications and databases.

(5)

The need for special Web servers and other infrastructures, in addition to the
network servers (additional cost).

(6)

Possible problems of interoperability, meaning that some EC software does
not fit with some hardware, or is incompatihle with some operating systems
11

or other components
Non-Technical Limitations
(1)

Cost and justification:
The cost of developing an EC in house can be very high, and mistakes due to

lack of experience may result in delays. There are many opportunities for
outsourcing, but where and how to do it is not a simple issue. In order to justify
the system, one needs to deal with some intangible benefits which are difficult to
quantify.
(2)

Security and Privacy:
These issues are especially important in the B2C area, but secmity concerns

are not so serious from a technical standpoint. Privacy measures are constantly
improving too. The EC industry has a very long and difficult task of convincing
customers that online transactions and privacy are, in fact, very secure.
(3)

Lack of trust and user resistance:
Customers do not trust unknown faceless sellers, paperless transactions, and

electronic money. So, switching from a physical to a virtual store may be difficult.

2. 7 E-Commerce and Web
The World Wide Web is the heart of the explosion in the business use of the Net.
The Internet provides a universally available set of technologies for electronic
commerce that can be used to create new channels for marketing, sales, and customer

12

support and to eliminate intermediaries in buy and sell transactions. Companies can use
the web to provide ongoing information, service, and support, creating positive
interactions with customers that can serve as the foundation for long-term relationships
and encourage repeat purchase.
Manufacturers can sell their products and services directly to retail customers, by
passing intermediaries such as distributors or retail outlets. Eliminating intermediaries
in the distribution channel can significantly reduce purchase transaction costs. By
selling directly to consumers or reducing the number of intermediaries, companies can
achieve higher profits while charging lower prices. The elimination of organizations or
business process layers responsible for intermediary steps in a value chain is called
disintermediation. (See Figure 2.1.).
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Electronic intermediation
on the Internet

Consumer

Reinte1mediation

Disintermediation in the B2C Supply Chain.

Interactive capabilities on the Web can be used to build closer relationships with
customers in marketing and customer support. Marketers can use the interactive features
of web pages to hold consumers' attention or to capture detailed information about their
tastes and interests for one to one marketing. Web sites have become a bountiful source
of detailed information about customer behavior, preferences, needs, and buying
patterns that companies can use to tailor promotions, products, services, and pricing.
Firms can use various web personalization technologies to deliver web pages with
content geared to the specific interests of each user, including technologies to deliver
personalized information and ads through m-commerce channels. Personalization can

14

also help firms form lasting relationships with customers by providing individualized
content, information, and services.
Companies can also reduce costs and improve customer service by using Web sites
to provide helpful information as well as e-mail and even telephone access to customer
service representatives. The web provides a medium through which customers can
interact with the company, at their convenience, and find information on their own that
previously required a human customer support expe1i. Automated self-service or other
web-based responses to customer questions cost one-tenth the price of a live customer
service representative on the telephone.
B2B e-commerce generates efficiencies by enabling companies to electronically
locate suppliers, solicit bids, place orders, and track shipments in transit. Businesses can
use their own web sites to conduct B2B e-commerce or use online marketplaces.

2.8

E-Commerce in China
In the last twenty years, China's retail and wholesale industries (CRWI) have made

significant progress. China's modem commercial distribution patterns such as
supermarkets, retail chains, dealerships, and distribution centers have gradually matured.
These various forms of distribution have made major contributions to China's economic
modernization. In recent years, China's economy has grown so fast and much better
than before. The IT industry in China has experienced significant development in recent
years. The IT industry not only helps China fuel the current economic growth, but also
set a solid foundation for the development of China's e-commerce in corning years.
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Since its advent in China in 1994, the Internet has progressed by leaps and bounds
in the Chinese mainland. As of 2003 June, China boasted 68 million Internet users,
meaning that about one in 20 Chinese uses the Internet for at least one hour per week.
And the number continues to rise.
Statistics from the China Internet Research Centre, a Shanghai-based institute
dedicated to studying the Internet economy, indicates that China's still-fledgling Internet
market is about 7.45 billion yuan (US$900 million) by the end of 2003. Of this, 2.77
billion yuan (US$330 million) can be attributed to messages downloaded online, while
2.55 billion yuan (US$300 million) have been generated from online games. The rest
come from online shopping, Internet advertisements and paid mailboxes. The market is
projected to hit 20.27 billion yuan (US$2.4 billion) in 2005, nearly triple of last year's
estimate.
In January 2004, a survey by the China Internet Network Information Center
(CNNIC) found that, until December 31st of 2003 there were a total of 79.50 million
Internet users in China (including 4.3 million in Shanghai and 4.0 million in Beijing).
11.5 million Internet users more than a similar survey result a half year before, and the
increased rate is about 16.9% (See Figure 2.2.). Average of online time per week per
user is 13.4 hours. The amount of IPv4 address is 41456128, increased 29.2% of
9371648 a half year before, (See Figure 2.3.). The amount of WWW domain name is
595550, increased 121650 in half year.
In January 1999, more than 40 state ministries and commissions jointly initiated

16

Gabriel's Lihrarv.

the e-government project aimed at boosting government efficiency. Several years on,
the number of websites established by governments at vmious levels has topped 10,000.
Propelled by this progress, enterprises are also launching their own information
systems.
From these data, we can see Internet and E-Commerce in China has grown so fast
and the market is becoming very big.
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Total Number of Internet Users in China.
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ill. EXISTING SITUATION ANALYSIS

3.1

The Poultry Equipment System Market
In China, there are many International poultry fmms, such as CP Group, Wanfu

Group etc, which have invested and set up more than one hundred modem poultry farms
all over the place in China. Those modem farms produce the poultry products, such as
chicken and eggs using the semi-auto equipment or auto equipment instead of manual to
work inside the birdhouse, as the following figure shows.

Figure 3.1.

The complete poultry package.

Chinese economy has been booming in recent years, which makes people have
much more care about the quality of their living. Therefore more and more Chinese
19

people are changing their trend to the supermarket for purchasing the high quality living
goods but not go shopping originally on the bazaar where the bargainer gets the goods
from the small farms that operate manually. Now the total quantities of products from
the modem farms is less than 30 percent in the Chinese poultry products market, others
is also from the traditional-manual farms, which are the main suppliers for the chicken
market outside the cities.
Further, with food safety becoming everyone's concern, focus is now pointing to
poultry products. With government seeking to regulate the poultry industry with
processing and use requirements together with increasing quality and safety demands
from consumers and processors, the industry is looking at a promising and bright future.
Therefore when the international companies set up modem poultry farms
continually, more and more traditional farms start to change to the modem operation
process.

3.2

The Existing Company

3.2.1 General Information
Company Name: Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd

(Abbr.: XFT)

Office Address: No.21 Dong Hai Yi Road, Shinan distlict, Qingdao of China
Post Code: 266071
Tel (86)-532-3867844
Factory Address: Qingdao Export Processing Zone, China 266400
Tel (86)-532-7023088,7023028
Fax (86)-532-7023388
20

Asset (MB) 50
Registered Capital (MB) 10
Type of business: manufacturing
Employee: about 100 workers
XFT was established in 1994. The name of Xinfutai means wealth, happiness and
peaceful. At the beginning, the small company just rented one small workshop less than
200 meter-squares for manufacturing some parts of the poultry system. With the
development of China, the requirement of poultry products has been increasing rapidly.
More and more companies invested to set up the modern farm in Chinese suburbs. The
volume of requirement of poultry system equipment was increased quickly. XFT catch
the opportunity and developed fleetly.
Due to expanding production requirements, XFT, in 2001 started to build a new
modern factory. There are some new departments established, such as Research and
Development Department (R&D), Quality Assurance Department and Customers
Information Service Center. Also XFT purchased a series of NC machines, reengineered
the production layout and hired the skilled workers for getting advantaged position on
competition.
Today, XFT is becoming one of the primary companies manufacturing poultry
system equipment With manufacturing over 40 farms and assembling over 200
birdhouse, XFT is the largest company that is a wholly owned Chinese company, and
only has the capability to compete with the international companies of poultry
equipment industry in China.
21

3.2.2 Mission
The market is growing fast and becoming large so that a lot of companies, which
manufacture the poultry system equipment, have appeared. When more and more
companies enter this area, competition becomes more drastic and marketing has become
more and more important. XFf wish to get more market share by optimizing the
company step by step.

3.3

SWOT Analysis
( 1)

(2)

Strengths
(a)

Products with high quality and international standard

(b)

Low cost products and low management cost

(c)

Specific design for each customer satisfaction

(d)

Full products of the poultry system

(e)

Good service after sales

(f)

Website available

Weaknesses
(a)

About 70% pasts of the system with low technology

(b)

High deli very cost

(c)

Lack of employees with high-technology and expe1ience about the
poultry equipment

(3)

(d)

Lack of international management skill and collaboration

(e)

Limited capital and fund

Opportunities
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(a)

huge market internal and external of China

(b)

Lower labor cost in China

(c)

Build brand awareness

(d)

Be able to expand to the global market via international exhibition and
Internet, especially southeast Asia.

(4)

3.4

(e)

E-marketplace expansion

(f)

Build international brand image.

(g)

located at the poultry farm intensive province

(g)

Fewer competitors

Threats
(a)

International companies with the powerful support

(b)

Domestic small company with lower operating cost

(c)

Some baITier on regulation support

(d)

Competitors can easily duplicate the products

(e)

Payment method and much account receivable

Marketing Mix
There are 4 parts of marketing strategies, product, p1ice, place and promotion and

this is known as the 4 Ps. It can be used by marketers as a tool to assist in implementing
the marketing strategy.
3.4.1 Product

Product not only means physical material, but service is also as the key product of
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An

St. Gabriel's

the company. The company's product and service should meet the needs and wants of
customers.
As a providing equipment company, Not only XFT's products have the high
quality and low ratio of return for repair, but also its service has gotten the favorable
impression on the customers. So product strategy of this company is to provide the best
products according to the customers' requirements and give customer good personalized
services.
3.4.2 Price
Although the consumer is often still sensitive to price, the price strategy of XFT is
focusing on the ratio of between performance and price.
All the products provided are according to the poultry house situation and the
customers' requirements. So the price strategy is to make quotations according to
different cases, and it is negotiable. Since each case has the particular, the price will be
different.
3.4.3 Place
Place is where the product is delivered or created or where information about the
product is distributed.
The company is located at the poultry farm intensive province where there is over
30 percent poultry equipment market.
The office is located in center of Qingdao where there is good traffic for both
supply ,sale control and good reception to customers.
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The factory is located in Qingdao Export Processing Zone that has the favorable
policy for the international trade.
There is an exposition house located on XFT's factory, which there is a simulative
poultry system displayed in. The customers can visit there and bring forward their
comments.
3.4.4 Promotion
Promotion is how the company gets the message out about its product. This
includes all the weapons in the marketing armory advettising, selling, sales promotions,
public relations, etc. While the other three P's have lost much of their meaning in today's
markets, Promotion has become the most important P to focus on.
Apart from the web advertisement mentioned, such as Search Engine and
directo1ies, there are many other ways to do promotion.
(1)

If customers have the specific requirement for their farms, we will keep

updating new design to satisfy their wants.
(2)

Offer some free online and offline service, such as free answermg of
customer's question and free consultation, and free service after sales.

(3)

Printing URL in name card and brochure and so on.

Both pull and push strategies are used to keep our existing customers and develop
many more new customers.
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IV. STRATEGIC MARKETING OF WEB

4.1

Online Market Statement
The poultry equipment system market in China is both with opportunity and

challenge. First, the poultry farms have been booming in the recent years, and Asian
poultry market started to trend to China. On the other hand, there are more and more
manufacturing companies which enter into this market to get profit. To be successful in
the competition, the company must offer much better services to customers. Online
service as one of the critical strategies is implemented.

4.2

Online Target Market
Those poultry farms, which need the equipment and service from the equipment

companies, are the marketing targets. Online target firstly focus on the better service for
long-relationship customers. In addition, expand the new customers in the internal and
external of China.

4.3

Online Marketing Objectives
(1)

Build service over Internet, and enhance work efficiency.

(2)

Get more customers and make the company more famous.

(3)

Increase the amount and frequency of business.

(4)

Provide newest information to customers.

(5)

Provide customer centered and personalized service.

(6)

Find the original suppliers.
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4.4

Web Advertisement
To start the online business, advertisement is an important manner to get more

customers. Advertising is an attempt to disseminate information in order to affect a
buyer-seller transaction.
There are many benefits of web advertisement:
(1)

Internet advertisements are accessed on demand 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, and costs are the same regardless of audience location.

(2)

Accessed primarily because of interest in the content, so market
segmentation opportunity is large.

(3)

Opportunity to create one-to-one direct marketing relationship with the
consumer.

(4)

Multimedia will increasingly make Web sites more attractive and
compelling.

In many web advertisement manners, we can register into search engine, such as
google. Search engine optimization is crucial for anyone who wants people to visit his
or her Web site. We can place as many ads, but most people are still going to find site
because of its listings in search engines or directories.
Combined with search engines, directories also are a good advertisement strategy.
Directories are needed that can guide customers to targeted sites, it is available on many
portals for shopping and business opportunities, such as Yahoo-portal search engine
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site regarded as effective aid for advertisement.

4.5

Online competitors Analysis
There are many poultry equipment companies expanding their businesses to the

web site from their traditional way of doing business. Those companies provide
information about their company and service, and how to contact them on the web.
GSI is one of the large international companies, which manufacture the farm
equipment including the hog equipment system, poultry equipment system, and grain
equipment system etc. They built the companies in USA, Brazil, Malaysia, Mexico and
Shanghai of China.
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Advantages:
(a)

The home page is used a combined image with the two version links, and the
four branches' brands listed at the bottom.

(b)

There are four oversea companies on the home page, which make the
company more image value and reduce the psychic cost

(c)

It is simple to view and easy to use.

(d)

There are others links for convenience for visitors.

Disadvantages:
(a)

There are many flashes on the website making visitor dizzy.
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V. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

5.1

Software for website development
(a)

Software needed for foreground page design
There are several softwares used, Adobe Photoshop, Dreamweaer, Flash,
Serif Photoplus5.5, etc. The combined web-page design software, IBM Web
Sphere Homepage Builder, is also necessary and the powerful but simple
function increases our design efficiency more.

(b)

Software needed for background page design
It is also Internet Interconnection Server 5.0 and Dreamweaer Apache; those

softwares are necessary professional developing tools for the dynamic
websites. This makes the combination of foreground page and background
page more efficient.
(c)

Database system
We adopt file-type database for the background -the simple and efficient
access.

(d)

Selection of system software
We choose the popular Windows Server 2003 corporation version as
developing environment and all WebPages script can be used by IE,
NETCUPE and any other Internet explorer.

5.2

Hardware for website development
The software selected for the website determines that no over-powe1ful
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configuration is needed. Common business computer will meet our requirement very
well. Our configuration is 17"SONY display, P4 2.4Hz CPU, 256M RAM 800 hard
disk and Intel 845GL main-board integrated graphic card. A little lower configuration
will also be good.

5.3

Software for website Release

5.3.1 Server Operation System:
We use WINDOWS 2003 SERVER. It has good safety and integrates firewall
software, which is of good performance.
5.3.2 WEB server software:
We adopt IIS 6.0 that is caITied by the operation system. IIS 6.0 is easy and
convenient for setup, cheap for maintenance. For being one part of the operation system,
it is perfectly compatible with it.
5.3.3 Other relevant software:
For server safe-guard software, we use the authoritative rising virus-killing
software and Net of Heaven firewall and make appropriate safety strategy settings for
the server according to its type to ensure long-time, safe and continuous operation.

5.4

Hardware for website release
Two IBM frame servers XSERIES 335 form a highly available package to

guarantee efficient and stable services.
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Table 5.1.

Hardware Requirements.

Processor

Intel Xeon MP 2.0GHz Front Bus X4

RAM

Chip kill DDR 5GB

Store Controller

Ultral60 SCSI Controller

Hard Disk

Double 36.4GB Heat Removable Hard Disk

Internet Inte1face

10/100/lOOOM Earth net connection

CD-Rom and Floppy Drive

48X-20X IDE/1.44MB

Power supply

Double 370W Heat Removable Power Supply

Bus Interface

7 PCI: 6 64bite /lOOMHz Active PCIX, 1 32bite
/33MHz

Router

GTS2018 Router

UPS

APC SU3000UXICH UPS (3Hours)

5.5

Financial Analysis
(1)

Project Cost

To build a website and implement the project, we need a computer which costs
about 30,000Baht. We also need to buy some software to make and maintain the website
which costs about 2,500 Baht. In order to connect to the Internet, we need to apply for
an ADSL line that costs 5,000Baht per year. To build a website, we should apply for a
domain and web hosting (50Mb), which costs about 15,000Baht per year. Including
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other one time cost, such as office equipment etc., the amount of first investment is
about 75,000Baht (See Table 5.2.).

Table5 .2.

One time cost.

Head office

Cost(Baht)

No. of unit

hardware cost

1

30,000

software cost

1

2,500

apply for Wide Band

1

5,000

domain name

1

5,000

50Mb

10,000

web hosting
promotion

10,000

Office equipment

1 set
Total Cost

15,000
77,500

After the website is started using, it will be registered for search engine to improve
the web, and the cost will be about 6,000Baht per year (1,500Baht per season). The
website should be updated with the cost 5,000Baht every season, and the maintenance
cost should be 4,000Baht per year (1,000Baht per season). So the total cost is 7,500baht
per season since the website is implemented (see Table5.3.).
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Table5.3.

Variable cost per season.
Cost(Baht)

update cost

5,000

maintenance cost

1,000

register to search engine

1,500

Total Cost

7,500

(2)

Project Revenue

Now, the company's Profit (Profit before tax) is about 10,000,000Baht per year.
The increasing profit is 2% per year by developing the online business. The table shows
the increased profit every season because of implementing the web (see Table5.4.).
Apart from getting more profit, our company will be more well-known.

Table5.4.

Increased Profit.
Average Profit increased (baht)

Season
1st

50,000

2nd

50,000

3rd

50,000

4th

50,000
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(3)

Break-even Analysis

Break-even Analysis is normally used by accounting department to calculate the
economic situation of the company. Accordingly, we will calculate the increased profit
by implementing the web and the cost of maintaining the web (see Table5.5.).

Table5.5.

Break-even Analysis.

Season

Total Cost
77,500

NPV

Total Revenue
-

-

1st

85,000

50,000

-35,000

2nd

92,500

100,000

7,500

3rd

100,000

150,000

50,000

4th

107,500

200,000

92,500
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IoTotal

Figure 5.1.

Cost 111111Total Revenue

Financial Forecast.

From the table and figure above, it is seen in 2 seasons (actually about 5 months),
that the cost invested within 5 months can be recovered.
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Figure 5.2. Breakeven Analysis.
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VI.

6.1

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

Purpose of the Web
The goal and purpose of this website is made for XFT which broadcast the

information about XFf in China and Asia so that customers can read the information of
properties which are shown on this website according to their requirement. And the
website provides more services for customer online, such as online order and messages
board, so only-stay-at-home customers also can get information and good services that
they want.
At the beginning of the website implementation, the public Internet is the primary
function, so the web provide the information and service to the customers online. With
the development and high techniques used, there are many new functions that will be
added into the website. Therefore on this website, there are the three parts: the inte1face
area, the database area and the administration area that interactive with the active server
pages in the interface area through the database area.

6.2

Web Site Architectural Blueprint
The site structure of this website is very simple but very useful in the mean time.

This interface has three levels of information. Firstly, homepage is the gateway to the
rest of the categ01ies. Secondly is main page of each category. Finally is sub-category of
each category.
The architectural is parts mesh structure. Every page of this website can be linked
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to each other because of the navigation menu bar which is frozen at the navigation of
every web page, so that it makes the customer easy to reach the desired page. This
website structure is simple, clear, and easy to read.

Product

Sub-product

History

About us

Privacy
Home
Service

Contact

Message

Back office

Figure 6.1.

Web Site Structure.
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6.3

Interface Design
There are two parts on the interface web; the static pages and active server pages

on which the functions has to be attractive to induce the visitor to surf through the site.
ASP (active service page), which includes much SQL language to help focus on the
goals and content along with the audience's needs to produce effective communications.
This web focuses on creating a clear and easy-to-read web for audience. It uses white as
the background color, and blue as essential color combined with black text. The color
maximizes the contrast to catch the audience's eyes. In order to make it more
convenient for the customer, the services are listed on the left column under the
navigation bar in every page.
The sketch of this website divides every page into six parts for consistency.
(1)

Head Logo: Company's Logo and name

(2)

Displayl: There is the time bar that is date display by JavaSc1ipt showing
date; every page shows the full date. If a user enters the web before 12:00, it
will show "good morning". If it is between 12:00 to 18:00, it will show
"good afternoon". If it is after 18:00, it will show "good evening".

(3)

Navigationl area: we name it Horne area at the left of home page and the
same as every page, containing links to static pages, such as product pages,
about us page.

(4)

Navigation 2 area: under the navigation 1,all online interactive services are
located on this area. This part is also frozen on each page.
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(5)

Display area 2: it is the main part that shows the details of each page.

(6)

Bottom area: Copyright declaration, contact manner and e-mail link.
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Figure 6.2.

Design Sketch.

Web prototype is created to achieve the objective that is mentioned earlier, and the
main contents on the web site are poultry equipment and relative information.
The main pages in web prototype are explained as follows:
(1)

Home Page (Figure A.l.)
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It is the first page when visiting www.xinfutai.com. In the main part, there

are some images displayed. Among images there is a flash, which shows company
name and some pictures to make the home page vivid. The home page provides
links to all other pages, which are designed based on the home page.
(2)

Products Page (Figure A.2.)
It is the main page that links all kinds products detail.

(3)

About us Page (Figure A.3.)
It is the introduction of the company right nowadays.

(4)

History Page (Figure A.4.)
It describes the development stories of the company.

(5)

Contact Us Page (Figure A.5.)
It is the active server page, which provide a service to customers who can

send their requirement to the company.
(6)

Message Page (Figure A.6.)
It is as a new function added on the website, which is serve the customers

who can leave their comments or information on the message board not only to the
company also for other visitors, like a chatting panel or message board.
(7)

Other Pages (Figure A.7.-Figure A.8.)
Thanks and Son-y Page: These 2 pages are used when customer submits a
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form and log failed. Themselves will display them for 5 seconds, and then link to
home page.

6.4

The Back Office Design
The back office system of XFf has the functions for checking massage, checking

contact and checking users, which are displayed in Appendix B. The architecture of the
back office is show as follows,

Interface

Admin-index

Login in

Message

Edit

Delete

Contact/order

Delete

User

Delete

Edit
Add

Figure 6.3.

The Back Office Structure.
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There are the main pages of the back office that are described as follows,
(1)

Administrator Index Panel (Figure B.1.)
This page is for webmaster to maintain all the information in this web and

keep the web running as expected. Because the web is of utmost importance, only
the webmaster can enter this page. For restricted access to login function, add a
level "O'', and it is the highest level of user.
(2)

Login Page (Figure B.2.)
There are navigation bar is located on this page. The webmaster can enter

each function from here.
(3)

Message Page (Figure B.3.)
On this page, the webmaster can check the listed short messages, and then

choose to delete the message or submit the message to be shown on the message
broad in interface system.
(4)

Contact/Order Page (Figure B.4.)
It is provide to the webmaster the comments or orders. The webmaster can

contact the sender according to the details that is being recorded in database
system after submitted by the sender.
(5)

User Page (Figure B.5.)
The webmaster can edit, delete or add the users.

(6)

Other Pages (Figure B.6.-Figure B.8.)
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There are some pages for each of the three main functions.

6.5

Database Design
Database is very impmiant today, and a lot of systems use database. As mentioned

before, most pages of this web are using ASP (active serve page), which is worked with
database. So the database is the core of this web containing all the information.
The proposed system uses the concept of Relational Database Management
System ("RDBMS") to create database structure. Before we design the database, we
must analyze the business process and get the data flow relationship. Entity
Relationship Diagram (ER-Diagram) is the most popular model used for those.
Entity Relationship Diagrams(ER Diagram)

visitor

l\'lessage

writes

Contact!Order

is written by

Feedback

Figure 6.4. ER Diagram.
At the beginning of the website, we just concern with the database with message,
contact/order, and the users, who are working for XFT, operate the online service further.
Herewith there are 3 tables of this web.
(1)

User: contain user's information,

(2)

Contact us/Order: it connects to the "Contact us" page and contains
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customer's requirement or orders.
(3)

Message: it is used for message board and contains customer's short
messages and webmaster's reply.

Following is the database dictionary of 3 main tables:

Table 6.1.

Contact us /Order Table.

Field

Type

Description

ID

auto number

ID key

name

text

customer's name

company

text

the company's name of customer

address

text

the physical address of companies

post code

text

the post code of the physical address

tel

text

customer's telephone

fax

text

customer's fax

email

text

customer's e-mail

detail

memo

customer's question or advice

time

date/time

time of insert into database
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Table6.2.

Message Table.

Field

Type

Description

ID

auto-number

ID key

name

text

customer's name

email

text

customer's e-mail

message

memo

customer's message
controlling whether this message will be

show

text
displayed on web or not

time

Table6.3.

date/time

time of insert into database

User Table.

Field

Type

Description

ID

auto number

ID key

usemame

text

username for branches login

password

text

password for user login

type

number

different level of user

branch

text

branch's name

name

text

contact person's name

tel

text

Branch's telephone

email

text

Branch's email address
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Field Name

Desai tion

Data T e
AutoNumber
Text
Text
Number
Text
Text
Text
Text

Field Properties
General

j Lookup l

Field Size
New Values
Format
Caption
Indexed

Long Integer

Increment

Yes (No Duplicates)

Figure 6.5.

A field name can be up to 64 characters
long, including spaces. Press Fl for
help on field names.

User database table design.

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Memo
Date/Time

General

ILookup j

Field Size
New Values
Format
Caption
Indexed

r------~-------Long Integer
Increment

1

I
I

Yes (No Duplicates)

i

A field name can be up to 64 characters long,
including spaces. Press F 1 for help on field
names.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'!
Figure 6.6.

Contact database table design.
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Data T e
AutoNumber
Text
Text
Text
Date/Time
Text

FieldPrope_rties ... ..... ············-····-··--······· ··············- ...•......•.....................
Gener al

ILookup I

Field Size
New Values
Format
Caption
Indexed

Long Integer
Increment

Yes (No Duplicates)

Figure 6.7.

6.6

field name can be up to 64 characters
including spaces, Press F1 for help
on field names,

Message database table design.

Security and Controls
One of the most important considerations in the online selling system development

is security and controls. Security in computing is a very vital issue. The online selling
that has full and complete security and controls will have advantage over the
competitors.
Considering the information consists of the customers, the pnces and other
information are very important to protect and examine the risk and threats involved.
The risk and threat to the computer system are unexpected or unfortunate situation
that would interrupt the operations or cause a loss of opportunity in business. These
risks and threats might include of loss of data, incorrect input of data, unauthorized
access, damage the data fraud, disaster or disruption to system, etc.
(1)

Security Objective
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The goal of computer security is to design the system to ensure that they are
under control to maintain confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality
means that the data or information of system such as product information is
accessible only by the authorized users. The type of access is read-type access:
reading, viewing or printing the information from the system.
Integrity means that the data or information can be modified only by the
authorized users or only in authorized way. Modifications include entering,
changing, deleting and updating the system. Availability means that assets are
accessible to authorized users. The authorized users should not have been
prevented from accessing objects to which the users have legitimate access. The
only users who have a password and are given authorized usemame and password
can operate the system.
The user authentication and manipulation should have been implemented so
that the security, integrity and availability of the assets of the computing system
are accessible modified and available only to the authorized users.
(2)

Controls used in Computer Security
Controls are implemented to preserver confidentiality, integrity and

availability. The controls are in place to prevent attacks and exploitation of the
vulnerability of XFT Online System.
XFT online system in security and controls is managed by the following

proposed methods that are recommended as follows:
(a)

Data entry must follow the procedure and format.
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(b)

The formats for reports should include a proper heading, the data
prepared and the date p1inted for easy reference.

(c)

The distribution of reports should be controlled to ensure that they are
sent to the proper destination or right person.

(d)

To review the operating procedures to ensure that these are being
followed for data entry.

(e)

All applications programs should have a backup process m a
periodically.

(f)

Authorized persons only have the right to access the system. A
password is provided by the users and kept in the program to ensure
that the only authorized persons have access to the system.

To prevent loss of data during a power failure, an UPS (UninteITupted Power
Supply) is recommended.
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VII.

7.1

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
Qingdao Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd creates the website for extending the

traditional physical business to be a click and motar business model.
The initial objective of this project is to build a website to enhance customer
services, extend the business of the company and optimize the transaction of whole
company. When the web is developed, it matches these requirements.
In customer service, apart from providing the latest study and development of
product information, further the website provided new services to customer, such as
online message board displays some frequently asked questions and webmaster's reply,
even the customers can communicate each other on the message board, so it will help
customers get much more information and details for poultry industry. Through contact
us, customer can easily get relevant service from the company. The company can get the
information from customers at same time.
In extending the business, because the Internet is a big society, the company can

get much more customers from the Internet, and the company will be more well-known
in this way.
In cost analysis, the company must do some initial investment in the first year for
building the web. Also the company should take care of the web in order to make good
e-business for long strategy. When the effect of advertisement appears, many more
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customers will know this web and visit it. The company can get profit from the web and
get all the investment back by within one year. Later, the company can get more profit.
Apart from the profit, another benefit for the company from the web is it will be
well-known in the poultry world.
In web developing process, the target is to make it easy to use and personalized
web. So the web is mesh architecture, and every page is linked to each other by a visible
navigation bar. And we use the ASP, Javascript combine with Microsoft Access database
to make the web; it contains much function that can satisfy both users and customers.
Marketing strategies also are important to implement. One of them is Creating the
website which provides customers with closer services.
The web brings many strengths and opportunities to the company, but at the same
time, weaknesses and threats also follow.
In conclusion, this web will improve the company's services and increase market
share, and it will bring more revenue and benefit for the company.
7.2

Recommendations
As the Internet and E-Commerce are growing fast in recent years, there is a good

opportunity to develop online business. But at the same time many competitors also
extend their business to online, so we should keep improving our web and strategy.
First, advertisement is still important. We should be going to register at some
related web, and add to their directories, such as, VIV, and Chinese agriculture online.
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Also we should make collaborate with international poultry equipment companies
by Internet, so that we can share the technique and information.
We should find more raw and processed matelials suppliers online, which can
reduce the supply chain cost with high quality material.
The company should expand the new marketing area, such as Russia, Korea,
Southeast Asia, and Middle East, even USA.
According to customer and market's requirement, it is necessary to improve the
service and web functions, such as email function for the some employees.
The company should change the traditional industry information management
method to Internet and Intranet integrated information system in order to optimize the
transaction of whole company.
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Product Page.
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Qingda0Xin1u1ai Equipment Co., ltd is one or the China's leading supp1ie1s of poull1y fa1m equipment.
The company has been established in !he poultry industry fOf over 10 years, initiafly specia~slng in
poult1y nest systems, and s1'.lon after providing a full range ot pou!lry equipment fOI OU!' custome1s.
We don't seft the cheapest equiptt1ent we seH lhe most co:d effective poultly equipinent, what we
conside1 to be the veiy best p1oducts, such as our Automatic roll away nest equipment poultry feeding
equipment.
0Uf dedicated and popular learn has over 15 years ot e)o!perience in the poultry indusby and has a
product knowledge few can rival in China. XFT's belief is that ow success is dependant on ow
customers success, cmd this can only be achieved w~h the best qualay poultry equipment pmducts
available in the ma1ket and fuU after·sales custome1 support w~h a minimum one yeaf's manufacturers
warranty /or peace of min&

We specialise in turnkey packages for broiler and chicken production, breeders, free 1ange, both in
China and intematior1a!ly.
We iegularly research and develop new ideas and PfOducts for the poultry market, to enable our
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Figure A.3.

About Us Page.
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In 1980, After educated in Qingdao University of Technology, Mr.Liu Ji Yun served in Qingdao
University of Technology.Jn 1988, he was charge of the Development and Research Department
that majored to study the application of NC in agriculture. Since 1990, Mr.Liu associated with
PC Goup In China to develop the egg-collection system.

1994
In 19941 Mr.Liu and his family made a decision to start a manufacturing business 1 Qingdao
Taihe Equi1nnent Co., Ltd. They used the limited capital to rent a 200 meter-squares
workshop, purchase the machines and hire workers. He worked as the manager of technology
and markert still now.

1996
Mrs.Liu surpported him and his enterprise, and she jioned the company in 1996 to manage the
operation and production after retiring as the workshopwdirector from a paper-packing factory.
Their determination to make produc.ts that were different and better than competitor's,
Utimately their determination made XFT to be one of the primary suppliers for poultry system
and egg system in china.

2000
In 2000, They made a crucial decision that they would build a new factory named Qingdao
Xinfutai Equipment Co., Ltd.

Figure A.4.

History Page.
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username

mliuwei
2 sunli

password
asdfghjkl
zxcvbnm
qwertyuiop
qwertyuiop

t pe

Figure C. l.

branch
0 Head Office
3 web
3 Sales
3 Technique
3

name
liuwei
Ms. Sun
Mr. Liu
Ms. Ren

User Table Design.
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tel
070176680
63223102
62708717
63649682

email
webmaster@xinfutai.com
web@xinfutai.com
sale@xinfutai.com
tech@xinfutai.com

*

8
9
10
12
AutoNumber)

Record:

master
liuwei
yuankun
liuwei

email
s@s.net
1@1.net
axft@xft.com
xinfutai@hotma
asd@hotmail.cc
l@g.com

show
s
dfkjsdkjfdbvmn
assda
There are many
i love you
asdasf

lli...!J I

Figure C.2.

Message Table Design.
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company

XFT
XFT

address
Qingdao
Qingdao

Figure C.3.

postcode
266071
266071

tel
fax
email
detail
186-532-702308 86-532-7023388 xft@hotmail.cor Large demand
7023388
7023333
lxc_1978@hotrr Would you plea

Contact us Table Design.
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